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Abstract
Machine translation has been a major motiva-
tion of development in natural language pro-
cessing. Despite the burgeoning achievements
in creating more efficient machine translation
systems thanks to deep learning methods, par-
allel corpora have remained indispensable for
progress in the field. In an attempt to create
parallel corpora for the Kurdish language, in
this paper, we describe our approach in retriev-
ing potentially-alignable news articles from
multi-language websites and manually align
them across dialects and languages based on
lexical similarity and transliteration of scripts.
We present a corpus containing 12,327 trans-
lation pairs in the two major dialects of Kur-
dish, Sorani and Kurmanji. We also provide
1,797 and 650 translation pairs in English-
Kurmanji and English-Sorani. The corpus is
publicly available under the CC BY-NC-SA
4.0 license.1
1 Introduction
For over half a century, machine translation has
been one of the well-studied subjects in natu-
ral language processing (NLP) (Hutchins, 2005;
Che´ragui, 2012). Although the operating princi-
ples of machine translation has been constantly
improving from rule-based methods to statistical
and neural network approaches, parallel corpora
have remained essential components to efficiently
address the complexity of human language in the
translation task. A parallel corpus contains transla-
tion pairs in two languages or dialects that can be
used for training translation models and learning
the alignment of words and their placements within
phrases. Creating such a resource is a tedious and
time-consuming task that requires thorough lin-
guist knowledge of the source and target languages.
1https://github.com/KurdishBLARK/
InterdialectCorpus
Oftentimes, lack of financial support further con-
strains the development of such resources for less-
resourced languages, particularly Kurdish (Allah
and Boulaknadel, 2012).
Multi-language news websites often provide sim-
ilar content in different languages or dialects based
on the same news source. Although the choice
of the translators and editors determines how the
original article is differently narrated in two dif-
ferent languages or dialects, such relevant news
articles usually represent significant overlaps. Re-
cently, parallel corpus filtering and alignment of
crawled text from the web has gained more atten-
tion in the machine translation community (Koehn
et al., 2018; Sen et al., 2019; Koehn et al., 2019;
Steingrı´msson et al., 2020).
In the same vein, we create a parallel corpus
for the Kurdish language by collecting news arti-
cles from some of the multilingual Kurdish news
websites. Relying on key elements of a news ar-
ticle, such as date of publication, topic and im-
age URL, our approach filters articles at document-
level. Given the diversity of the alphabets in our
case, i.e. Arabic-based Kurdish alphabet for con-
tent in Sorani and Latin-based alphabet for En-
glish and Kurmanji, we also use transliteration to
calculate basic string similarities. The most sim-
ilar headlines of the filtered documents are then
provided to native annotators who verify the relat-
edness of the news articles. This way, we could
collect 1,452 Sorani-Kurmanji, 282 English-Sorani
and 277 English-Kurmanji articles. Following this
step, the content of the relevant articles are auto-
matically extracted and manually aligned at sen-
tence level, yielding 12,327, 1,797 and 650 transla-
tion pairs in Sorani-Kurmanji, Sorani-English and
Kurmanji-English.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
We first provide a description of the previous work
in the creation and alignment of parallel corpora
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and also present the available resources for Kur-
dish in Section 2. In Section 3, we briefly describe
some of the grammatical aspects of Kurdish and
English which are important in translation. Sec-
tion 4 presents our approach on how the data is
retrieved and aligned. Our parallel corpus is evalu-
ated in Section 5. Finally, the paper in concluded
in Section 6.
2 Related Work
During the early time of emergence of the Web
contents, Resnik and Smith (2003) addressed and
discussed the usage of the Web for developing par-
allel corpora. In the absence or limited availability
of the digitized translated literature or other docu-
ments that usually could form the basis of parallel
corpora, the Web content has become a significant
resource for the development of the parallel cor-
pora. Literature reports on the usage of the Web
contents for the development of parallel corpora in
the absence of available data in various cases, par-
ticularly for less-resourced languages (Morishita
et al., 2020; Mubarak et al., 2020; Chiruzzo et al.,
2020). For instance, Inoue et al. (2018) develop a
parallel corpus for Arabic-Japanese based on news
articles which is then manually aligned at the sen-
tence level. Having said that, with the diversity of
themes of the Web content, the representativeness
of the developed corpus using this content could
become an issue (Tadic´, 2000).
Regardless, the news content, whether online
or paper-based has remained as one of the main
sources for the parallel corpus development (Fry,
2005; Inoue et al., 2018; Mino et al., 2020; Toral,
2014).
Regarding the Kurdish language, efforts has in-
creased recently to create language resources, such
as lexicographical resources (Ahmadi et al., 2019),
monolingual corpora (Esmaili et al., 2013; Abdul-
rahman et al., 2019) and even a folkloric corpus
(Ahmadi et al., 2020). These have improved the sit-
uation that was reported by Hassani (2018). More-
over, the construction of inter-dialectal resources
for Kurdish has been of interest previously. Hassani
(2017) studies the application of word-by-word
translation for translating Kurmanji to Sorani using
a bi-dialectal dictionary. The study aims to evalu-
ate the efficiency of the method in the absence of
parallel corpora. Although the experiments show
reasonable outcome, the study reports unnatural-
ness in the translation.
There are fewer resources that include Kurdish
parallel texts. The Tanzil corpus2 which is a compi-
lation of Quran translations, various Bible transla-
tions3, the TED corpus4 (Cettolo et al., 2012) and
the KurdNet–the Kurdish WordNet (Aliabadi et al.,
2014) provide translations in Sorani Kurdish. In ad-
dition to Bible translations, Kurmanji has received
further attention in the machine translation realm.
For instance, Ataman (2018) reports on the cre-
ation of one parallel corpus for Kurmanji-Turkish-
English. Moreover, Google Translate5, the Google
translation service, provides Kurmanji in the list
of its languages. Although the resources are not
openly available, we believe that crowd-sourcing
projects contribute to such projects.
In order to create a parallel corpus for the Sorani-
Kurmanji dialects of Kurdish and also, as a prelim-
inary effort to create Sorani-English and Kurmanji-
English parallel corpora, we report our endeavour
to create parallel corpora for Kurdish based on the
content of Kurdish News websites.
3 Kurdish Language
3.1 Alphabets and Dialects
Some scholars categorize Kurdish as a dialect con-
tinuum for which language intelligibility varies
from region to region (Haig and Matras, 2002).
Generally, Kurdish is believed to have three main
dialects as Northern Kurdish (Kurmanji), Cen-
tral Kurdish (Sorani) and Southern Kurdish (Ma-
tras, 2017). These three dialects are spoken by
20-30 million speakers in the Kurdish regions of
Iraq, Iran, Turkey and Syria (Ahmadi et al., 2019).
While many multi-dialect languages, such as Ara-
bic or Chinese, exist in which one could find mu-
tually unintelligible dialects, they usually have a
standard form that regulates the communication
among the speakers. Regarding Kurdish, although
the standardization of the language, both in written
and spoken forms, has been widely discussed, there
is still no consensus among scholars and also the
speakers (Khalid, 2015). As a result, the language
is written in many scripts, mainly Arabic-based and
Latin-based, and each dialect is used as distinct
languages in the media (Hassani, 2017; Tavadze,
2019). Table 1 provides the alphabets used for
writing Kurdish in a comparative way.
2http://tanzil.net
3http://ibtrussia.org/en/
4https://wit3.fbk.eu/
5https://translate.google.com/
GiBM  2 ā B ŗ Q ȿ m
`#B+ đ Ǿ ū ť ğ ęę ę
k
(a) Vowels
GiBM # Ï + / 7 ; ? D F H ƈfHH K M T [ ` Ǽf`` b Ȕ i p r t v x ǵfǶ2fď Ŋfǵ? tîft Ƕ
`#B+ ŵ Ɠ Ƌ Ī ƺ ǔ Ǽ Œ ǒ ǡ Ǣ Ǩ ǰ Ž ǈ ň ŏ Ɲ ƞ Ŷ ƿ ę ƍ ť ŉ Ʋ ƌ Ƴ š
R
(b) Consonants
Table 1: A comparison of the Arabic and Latin based alphabets of Kurdish. Variations are specified with ”/”
Language Word order Passive Gender Case Alignment
Kurmanji
Kurdish
S-O-V periphrastic
with hatin (to
come) (Thack-
ston, 2006a)
feminine,
masculine
(Thack-
ston,
2006a)
nominative, oblique,
Izafa, vocative
(Thackston, 2006a)
nominative–accusative,
only in past transitive
ergative–absolutive
(Matras, 1997)
Sorani
Kurdish
S-O-V morphological
(Thackston,
2006b)
no gender
(Thack-
ston,
2006b)
nominative, locative,
vocative (McCarus,
2007)
nominative–accusative,
only in past transitive
ergative–absolutive
(Karimi, 2014)
English S-V-O periphrastic no gender nominative, oblique,
genitive only for per-
sonal pronouns
nominative–accusative
Table 2: A comparison of the Sorani and Kurmanji dialects of Kurdish with English
3.2 Vocabulary
The lexical diversity and richness of Kurdish has
been previously attested by many lexicographers
(Sharafkandi, 1991; Chyet and Schwartz, 2003; Be-
dirxan and Keskin, 2009; M. Rohani, 2012, 2018).
This diversity is to such an extent that the vo-
cabulary may vary from one village to another.
Moreover, being in touch with many regional lan-
guages, especially Arabic, Persian, Turkish and
Armenian, and local languages, particularly Zazaki
and Gorani, almost all Kurdish dialects have en-
tered many lexical borrowings into the language
as well (Chyet, 2020). Having an oral tradition in
narrating poetry and prose, the oral literature has
been considered as a source of vocabulary by lexi-
cographers (Ahmadi et al., 2020). In addition, there
is an ongoing struggle to develop modern technical
terminologies for the language.
Regarding Kurdish lexicographic resources, (Ah-
madi et al., 2019) survey the current state of
Kurdish lexicography and state that despite the
scarcity of resources in electronic forms for Kur-
dish, there are over 71 dictionaries and terminolog-
ical resources for Kurdish which are not all recto-
digitized.
3.3 Grammar
Despite the lexical similarity between the dialects
of Kurdish, there are differences when it comes to
grammar, particularly due to morphological con-
structions. Sorani tends to have a more complex
morphological construction while Kurmanji is less
inflected. For instance, passive voice in Sorani
is derived from the transitive verbs, while in Kur-
manji, passive voice has a simpler construction
where a compound is created by adding the auxil-
iary verb hatin ‘to come’ to the transitive verb with-
out any major morphological modification (Thack-
ston, 2006b). In addition, Sorani has a full article
marking system where nouns are marked as defi-
nite, indefinite, demonstrative in singular and plural
forms while articles in Kurmanji are marked only
in definite and demonstrative cases (Ju¨gel, 2014).
Regarding grammatical cases, unlike Sorani and
English, Kurmanji has two grammatical genders,
i.e. feminine and masculine, which implies a gram-
matical agreement particularly in Izafe (also known
as Ezafe) constructions (Samvelian, 2007). The
Izafa construction refers to the usage of a gram-
matical particle to form noun phrases or adjective
phrases. This grammatical particle in Kurmanji and
crawler
articles in Kurmanji
articles in Sorani
News agency website
Filtering articles Semi-automatic alignment
of content
candidate parallel articles
native annotator
Figure 1: Our approach to automatically retrieve identical news articles
Sorani are respectively -eˆ, -ekıˆ, -a, -eke, -eˆn and -ıˆ,
-e (Thackston, 2006a; Salehi, 2018). Although in
the adjective phrases, the particle is not translated,
e.g. xanıˆyeˆ bic¸uˆk “the small house”, in the noun
phrases it is usually translated as ‘of’, e.g. xanıˆyeˆ
wıˆ mirovıˆ “the house of that man”.
Table 2 provides some of the major grammat-
ical characteristics of Kurmanji, Sorani and En-
glish. Both Kurdish dialects have a subject-object-
verb alignment for present tenses and intransitive
verbs, and an agent-object-verb alignment for tran-
sitive verbs in the past tense. The morphosyntactic
property of agreement of the subject of intransitive
verbs as the object (patient) of transitive verbs in
the past tenses is known as ergativity and also ex-
ists in Kurdish (Karimi, 2014). Unlike Kurmanji
Kurdish which uses oblique case of pronouns for
this purpose, Sorani Kurdish only uses different
pronominal clitics to demonstrate such an align-
ment (Esmaili and Salavati, 2013).
It is worth mentioning that variations exist
among Sorani subdialects, particularly the dialects
which are categorized as Northern Sorani in (Ma-
tras, 2017) which take use of oblique cases and
grammatical gender to some extent.
4 Methodology
Multilingual news websites contain a large num-
ber of articles in various languages which can be
considered a potentially parallel corpus. However,
among the major Kurdish news agencies, listed in
Table 3, none of them explicitly link identical arti-
cles across languages, e.g. by using reference keys
or identical URL schema or news code. Moreover,
only a few of them provide the same content in var-
ious languages. For instance, the English articles
on BasNews are different in content and topic in
comparison to the Kurdish ones.
In this section, we describe our approach which
is illustrated in Figure 1, to create a parallel corpus
of Sorani, Kurmanji and English. We refer to these
three as languages for ease of reference.
4.1 Data Crawling
As the first step, we crawl the content of news
websites. Our selection criteria are the editorial
quality of the articles, accessibility of the data to be
automatically scraped and more importantly, mul-
tilingualism. Therefore, we selected Firat News
Agency (ANF), BasNew (BN) and KurdPa (KP).
Despite the remarkable size of articles published
on Ruˆdaw and Kurdistan 24, we could not include
those websites due to crawling restrictions. More-
over, our findings regarding the alignment of Voice
of America was not satisfying due to sparsity of
topics across languages.
Once the news articles are crawled, we clean the
HTML files and extract the following information
from each page:
• tag: a list of the tags used for identifying
the article. For these purpose, bashakan,
cat-links, keywords tags were origi-
nally used in BN, KP and VOA, respectively.
In the case of ANF, we used the page hyper-
link structure to extract the topic and used it
as a tag.
• original link: the original link to the
article on the website
• dialect: the dialect of the article retrieved
using the link schema, usually so for Sorani
and ku for Kurmanji
• entry-title: the news headline
• entry-lead: the news sub-headline, if pro-
vided
• date: the publication date of the article. We
unified all the date formats based on the Gre-
gorian calendar given the variety of calendars,
e.g. Kurdish or Persian calendars
• entry-content: a list containing para-
graphs, i.e. <p>, provided in the content
of each news article. The content of our tar-
get websites are originally marked with the
<entry-content> tag.
• imgs: Assuming that relevant news articles
link to the same multimedia content with the
same hyperlink, we retrieve the hyperlinks
associated to the <img> tags within the body
of the article
In addition to the HTML tags, in some cases
we could use JSON-LD and the meta tags, i.e.
<meta>, to retrieve further instances. Ultimately,
the news articles of each website are normalized
and categorized by dialect and language in JSON
format.
4.2 Corpus Filtering
Given two sets of articles of the same news web-
site in two languages, we consider two articles
alignable if they, at least, have one common tag and
identical publication dates with the exact month
and year. Intuitively speaking, two articles pub-
lished in two different years with two different tags
(topics) are less probable to contain the same con-
tent. In addition to this, we also use <imgs> to
filter the articles in such a way that if two articles
have linked to the same image, we consider them
potentially alignable.
Moreover, as several news articles could be pub-
lished with the same tags within the same date
range, we further filter out the candidate articles by
comparing the headlines. To do so, we calculate
the similarity of the headlines based on the a sim-
ple string sequence matching scorer. In the case of
Sorani, as it is written in the Arabic-based alphabet,
we first transliterate the Sorani text, using WER-
GOR (Ahmadi, 2019), into the Latin-based script
which is used for Kurmanji and English.
As the final step, among the candidate headlines,
we retrieve the top five most similar headlines in
the other language. These headlines are then pro-
vided in spreadsheets to native annotators who de-
termine if two headlines correspond to the same
news content using a drop-down list. If two head-
lines are literal translations and refer to the same
content, they are specified as equivalent. However,
this is not always the case as some headlines are
paraphrases and rewritten in such a way that they
attract the readers’ attention. In such cases where
two headlines refer to the same content but are
not literal translations, they are annotated as possi-
ble. Although we do not consider such headlines
as a translation pair, they are essential to retrieve
relevant contents. In the cases where the head-
lines do not provide sufficient information to decide
their relatedness, annotators are asked to check the
crawled data in the two languages manually. Fig-
ure A.2 in Appendix A illustrates an annotation
example in Kurmanji and English.
4.3 Content Alignment
As the result of the previous steps, a list of the
alignable articles of the same news website in two
languages is available. Using the aligned head-
lines, we collect their contents, i.e. the content of
<entry-lead> and <entry-content>, and
provide them in two separate files where para-
graphs and articles are respectively separated by
one and two new lines. These files are then pro-
vided to the native annotators who extract parallel
sentences and phrases in the two languages using
INTERTEXT (Vondrˇicˇka, 2014). INTERTEXT6 is
an editor for aligning parallel texts and provides a
wide range of editing functions such as merge, split
and positioning.
In the manual alignment task, we extract transla-
tion pairs based on the following guidelines:
1. the length of the sentences or phrases should
be within a reasonable range. If too long, they
are to be split into smaller phrases
2. idiomatic translations are validated as long as
they do not add to the size of the sentence
significantly
3. if the translation of a sentence is provided
in many separate sentences or phrases, the
annotator is allowed to merge the sentences to
create a valid translation pair
4. if two sentences can be validated with slight
modifications, such as punctuation marks or
digits, the annotator is allowed to edit the con-
tent
5 Evaluation
Table 4 presents basic statistics of the corpus where
the whole number of crawled articles and the
number of retrieved articles among them are pro-
vided. We also specify the number of articles that
are retrieved using multimedia hyperlinks using
<img>.
In all the translation pairs, 17 to 20 tokens are on
average present in each sentence. In contrast, the
6https://wanthalf.saga.cz/intertext
agency languages
Ruˆdaw Sorani, Kurmanji, English, Arabic, Turkish
Voice of America Sorani, Kurmanji, English, Turkish and many more
Kurdistan24 Sorani, Kurmanji, English, Arabic, Turkish, Persian
KNN Sorani, English, Arabic
Firat News Agency Sorani, Kurmanji, Zazaki, Gorani, English, Arabic,
Turkish, Persian, German, Russian, Spanish
Bianet Kurmanji, English, Turkish
BasNews Sorani, Kurmanji, English, Arabic, Turkish, Persian
KurdPa Sorani, Kurmanji, English, Persian
Gulan Media Sorani, Kurmanji, English, Arabic
NRT Sorani, English, Arabic
SaharTV Sorani, Kurmanji, English, Persian
Table 3: List of news agencies providing content in Kurdish and their content management status
average number of tokens in Tanzil, TED and Kurd-
Net corpora is respectively around 25, 70 and 6. As
such, we believe that our resources are compara-
tively better when it comes to automatic alignment.
In addition to the basic statistics, we used Moses
(Koehn et al., 2007) to test and evaluate the usage of
the corpus in the statistical machine translation. We
divided the corpus into two sets, 90% as a training
set and 10% as a test set. The training set received
a higher percentage because of the relatively small
size of our corpora. The sets were selected ran-
domly. We prepared the random selection scripts
in a way that the whole experiment is reproducible.
We trained Moses according to its recommended
procedures. We also tested the accuracy of the sys-
tem based on the Moses guideline that provides the
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) evaluation based on
the test set. Table 5 presents the results of BLEU
scores for the Sorani-English, Kurmanji-English,
and Sorani-Kurmanji data.
Baseline system BLEU
Sorani-Kurmanji 17.08
Sorani-English 17.74
Kurmanji-English 11.06
Table 5: Results of a baseline statistical machine trans-
lation system trained on our parallel corpus
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we report our efforts in creating a
parallel corpus for the Kurdish language, as a less-
resourced language. Given that manual transla-
tion is an expensive and tedious task, we used the
content of multilingual Kurdish news websites to
extract potentially-alignable Sorani, Kurmanji and
English sentences in a semi-automatic manner. The
candidate sentences are then provided to native
speakers to validate if they are translation pairs.
This way, the task of translation is carried out as
an annotation task. Our corpus contains 12,327
Sorani-Kurmanji, 1,797 Kurmanji-English and 650
Sorani-English translation pairs.
As the material for machine translation, we be-
lieve that our resource can pave the way for further
developments in Kurdish machine translation. In
order to facilitate the alignment of the news articles,
we also propose that a referencing mechanism be
embedded within each news article so that corre-
sponding texts could be linked more easily in the
future. We would also like to suggest our approach
to further extend the current corpus or create new
corpora for the other dialects of Kurdish.
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A Appendix
Kurdish intellectuals and artists call for national unity ‘Ji bo gelên bindest muzîk çeka herî mezin e’
Kurdish intellectuals and artists call for national unity Li Toûloûsê du belge fîlmên qala jinên Kurd dike hate nîşandan
Kurdish intellectuals and artists call for national unity Komîteya Çand û Hunerê ya PKK'ê: Banga hunermendan dîrokî ye
Kurdish intellectuals and artists call for national unity Li Amedê civîna ‘Tora Ziman û Çandê’
Kurdish intellectuals and artists call for national unity equivalent Hunermend û rewşenbîrên Kurd ji bo yekîtiya neteweyî bang kirin
Cultural heritage trying to survive: The Reşik shoes of Van possible Mîrateyeke Kurdewarî: Pêlavên Reşik
Cultural heritage trying to survive: The Reşik shoes of Van Dengê jinên Kurd çanda dengbêjiyê xweştir dike
Cultural heritage trying to survive: The Reşik shoes of Van Ji bo Azadiyê li Berlînê hate nîşandan
Cultural heritage trying to survive: The Reşik shoes of Van 'Ez bi nuqteyên li ser tabloyê bi cih dikim re diaxivim'
Cultural heritage trying to survive: The Reşik shoes of Van Hilmek nû ji bo şanoya Kurd: Teatra Sarya Baran
Figure A.2: An example of the alignment of headlines. For each headline in English (left column), the five most
similar headlines among the filtered Kurmanji headlines are provided. Using the drop-down list in the middle
column, the annotator determines if two headlines are literal translations by selecting equivalent or if they are not
literal translation but correspond to each other by selecting possible
Sorani Kurdish ⟶ Kurmanji Kurdish
Source .یناشرەس ەتسخ یرۆز یکێکرەئ ادیمرەف یتەسایس ەل
Target Di siyaseta legal de wezîfeyên girîng da ser milê xwe.
Source  ناکەنیشنراژەه ەچوان و راش ەل ەشەڕەه ەکەسۆریاڤ ،ەوارک رامۆت انۆرۆک یتەڵاح رازەه 7 اتسێئ ات و ەیاکیرمەئ یرووشاب یکێتKو ەک رۆداڤکەئ ەل
.تاکەد
Target Li Ekvatorê ku welatekî li Başûrê Emerîkayê ye û heta niha zêdeyî 7 hezar kes bi vîrûsa Covîd-19 ketine, vîrûs bi 
taybetî gefê li bajar û taxên xizan dixwe.
Kurmanji Kurdish ⟶ English
Source Bi biharê re li çiyayên Kurdistanê gelek celebên pincaran şîn bû.
Target In the mountains of Kurdistan different kinds of edible plants grow in spring. 
Source Bruksel xwe ji bo şeşemîn Hefteya Çandê ya Kurd amade dike.
Target Brussels is hosting the sixth edition of Kurdish Culture Week.
Sorani Kurdish ⟶ English
Source .ەوەیارک نOادنمۆب یدروک ینامز یسرۆک ایسووڕ ینۆیساردیف ی-رادۆنساراک یراشەل
Target A Kurdish language course has been started for children in the Russian city of Krasnodar.
Source  یمەدرەس ۆب و شێپ ەوەل ڵاس رازەه 3 ۆب ەوەتێڕەگەد ەکەگتسرەپ و ەدنوگ وەئ یووژێم ،ەدنوگ وەئ یناییتKوواه ەل کێدنەه ییرایناز یێپەب
.ناکەییوتراروئ
Target According to some villagers, this church was built on the site of a 3 thousand years old temple of the Urartu 
period.
Figure A.3: Examples of good translation pairs in our corpus
